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One of NPP's systems providing safe operation is the system of emergency core cooling system (ECCS),
which primary function in accidents is to flood the nuclear reactor core and to assure the sub critical
condition and core cooling. At injection of cold water in reactor thermal stresses and thermal fatigue in the
vessel cladding and constructional materials are arise. Low temperature of the water injected in reactor is a
reason of occurrence of these undesirable consequences.

Some variants of the water heating in accumulators of ECCS are considered. Now at Ukrainian NPPs the
electrical heating in accumulators is used. Electrical heaters create the essential additional loading to
diesel generators at imposing of two accidents - the large break and losses of power supplies on own
needs.

It is offered to use a heater in accumulators that working by a principle two-phase thermal siphon which
advantages is: small dimensions, small delay and design reliability. In such heat exchanger the heating
medium is a direct steam and the heated up medium is water with boric acid from accumulators of ECCS.
Under requirements of the service regulations of ECCS accumulators it is necessary to guarantee injected
water heating up to 90 °C in case of a small break and to 150 °C in case of the large break.

Results of calculations for different external diameters of a tube of thermal siphon which have allowed to
define the constructive sizes of heat exchanger, providing necessary conditions for required functioning of
passive part ECCS are submitted

The calculation and analysis of operating modes of the changed circuit of passive part ECCS for various
accidents is carried out. The calculated pressure drop indicates that changes do not have essential
influence on system work as a whole. Thus, the submitted decision provides the increase of reliability of
ECCS at small and large breaks accidents, i.e. in all modes stipulated by the project.
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